Introducing the New Top-Serviceable Rock Screen EAGLE™ Rotor

Don't let sand, silt and harsh chemicals get the best of your rotors. Get the rugged durability and low maintenance of Rain Bird's most advanced line of rotors.

* The newly redesigned EAGLE™ gear drive rotors feature the Top-Serviceable Rock Screen/Integrated Valve Seat (patent pending) that allows you to remove debris and flush pipes without digging.

* A reinforced polypropylene case increases durability and offers resistance to 265 chemicals.

* The new performance nozzles improve water distribution.

Give yourself a fighting chance. Get the new Eagle rotors and leave the dirty work to us.

For additional information, please contact us at rbuk@rainbird.fr
UK tel.: 0044 1273 891 326 - UK fax: 0044 1273 891327

Rain Bird®
"We import quality reconditioned John Deere fine turf machinery from the largest dealers in the US"
Other machines supplied to order include: RANSOMES, JACOBSEN & TORO

In Stock
Turf Gators 6x4 (petrol/gas) electric lift bed
4x2 Gators (petrol/gas) electric lift bed
Turf Gators 6x4 (diesel) electric lift bed
F1145 Utility mowers with 72'' rotary deck
2653A Utility mowers with 30'' 5 reel blades
2653A Utility mowers with 30'' 8 reel blades
3235A Turf System mowers 8 reel blades
220A walk behind greens mowers
1200A Bunker rakes front blade & rear rake

Depots in Devon & Lancs

"14 day money back guarantee, with 24hr parts service"
"Unbeatable prices! Let the strength of the pound work for you!"

Golf & Turf International: Sales enquiries Tel: 01769 550425 Fax: 01769 550914

BANKING HAS NEVER BEEN SO EASY
THAT'S THE BEAUTY OF A NATIONAL

When it comes to staying the course, you can bank on the Allen National range keeping you on the straight and narrow. The Allen National range of triple mowers - 68, 68DL & 84 - are the only real choice for the professional on the tees and surrounds. And as for bunkers, they're no longer a hazard. The 68DL has transport speed, electric start and full width rollers. Banking has never been so easy.

CALL 0845 60 10 815 FOR A FREE BROCHURE OR COMPLETE THE COUPON BELOW

Telephone: 01235 515400 for details of your nearest dealer for a FREE, no obligation, demonstration on the amazing ability of the National.

NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
POSTCODE: 

Allen Power Equipment Ltd, The Broadway, Didcot, Oxon OX11 8ES, England Tel: (01235) 515400 Fax: (01235) 515401 Website: www.allenpower.com Email: sales@allenpower.com
Just over three years ago, with the end of the millennium approaching fast, the members of Ross-on-Wye Golf Club, in Herefordshire, decided they needed to be prepared for the challenges that lay ahead and that they should approach the running of the club in a more business-like manner. It was decided to employ a new Course Manager to work alongside the existing Head Greenkeeper and the team. Scott MacCallum found out more...

**Another level**

As then Chairman of Green, and now Club President, Tom Haskett, confessed that it did lead to a delicate situation, but the way the matter was handled has subsequently proved beneficial to everyone, with the club reaping the rewards.

"We came to the decision that we needed a Course Manager to take the club forward," said Tom, adding that they had been helped towards the decision by Jim Arthur, who was the club's agronomist at the time.

"Peter Kings, the Head Greenkeeper, had been at the club for over 20 years and had worked closely with the Greens Committee on course matters but it was felt that a qualified Course Manager with new ideas could take the course to the next level in its development. We wanted someone to take it by the scruff of the neck and move it forward," recalled Tom.

This sensitive situation was handled impeccably by the club and Peter Kings himself, who appreciated the thinking behind the move.

"Before we advertised the post 1 went to Peter and explained everything to him and how changes were going to be made at the club. I told him that his job was safe, as was his Club bungalow. The man who was appointed was Jonathan Wood, 32, who until that point had been First Assistant at Enville GC.

"The first thing I did was to get to know the team and get them on my side and then started putting down policies," said Jonathan, in his quiet Midlands accent.
Another level

"I believe some people look at the position of the Course Manager and think he’s a guy who sits behind a desk all day. I made it plain that I wanted to be a hands-on Course Manager and also get out on the course. They are a very established and committed staff and it would have been hard for them to see me come in, go straight into an office and control it all there but, on the other hand, there is going to be a certain amount of time needed to be given to office work."

What Jonathan could bring to the party, as well as greenkeeping knowledge to complement that of Peter and the team, was an ability to look at the wider picture and to plan for the medium and longer term. "I investigate finance deals, such as the one which we have recently struck with John Deere; changed the regime of the course to start an organics programme and have got the staff more involved in education and training," said Jonathan, who had been, and still is, a regular at BIGGA headquarters management training courses and he admits he was champing at the bit to put into practice the knowledge he had acquired.

He also put in place a proper health and safety policy, which made the staff more aware of good health and safety, adding a wash off area where the waste water drains into a septic tank, which is then taken away.

Talking about his relationship with Peter Kings, Jonathan is delighted with the way it has worked out. "Peter has been invaluable to me as his knowledge of the golf course is a great asset. Every time we’ve done something new I’ve tried to involve the staff as much as possible. It shows the benefit of the path the club chose because they retained experience and I didn’t have to start here from scratch.

The golf course, one of only a handful in Herefordshire, was built in two stages by C. K. Cotton, Henry’s cousin. The first nine was constructed in 1964, the clubhouse a year later with the remaining nine holes being added in 1967. "It was all done for a total cost of £42,000, including the clubhouse and car park," said Jonathan. "It’s laughable when you think of the cost of a new course nowadays."

"People think the course is a lot older than it is because it was cut out of woodland and there are a lot of mature trees," he said.

While that is great for the golfer it does cause problems to the green-keeping staff with submerged roots and air circulation problems. "We still have roots coming to the surface which makes aeration difficult while we are currently solving a problem that was created when the course was constructed. A number of huge pits were dug when the course was built to bury all the stones, brash and cuttings and now as this has rotted down the pits are starting to sink so we’ve got pot holes in about four fairways."

"The 8th is the first one we’ve done and we shortened it to a par-3 for the duration. We dug it all out, put in new soil and returfed it. We will be doing this to the other fairways over the next few winters," explained Jonathan. The damp winter Herefordshire
In April 1999 we did our first drainage programme with M. J. Abbotts and this coming spring we are adding to that system with some more drainage work.

"The woodland programme has been continued and this will improve and maintain our existing woodland. This needs to be coppiced every 25 years so we cut them down just above root height and let the new growth come from the stump. We also planted something like 200 new trees and encouraged depth to the woodland by planting shrubs like spindle, holly and guilder rose," said Jonathan, who has hosted Open days for members to look round the facility and gives talks to the lady members.

"It is my belief that the minute you stop improving a course is the first sign that you should start to move on because the danger is that you stagnate. There has to be an enthusiasm to improve and move forward."

The organics programme that had been introduced has also shown good results.

"The year before I came they'd sprayed for Fusarium between 12 and 14 times. Since then we've done it once or twice a year. We tried it at my last club in my final year there and we saw significant improvements in disease resistance, a better root growth and a better top cover of grass.

"It's not just the organics programme, we've got to do more aeration and slit throughout the year. You've got to get the humus layer into the soil," he explained, adding that the organics programme is something he'd like to extend to the entire course.

Although people will say organic fertiliser is a lot more expensive than chemical, mass produced fertiliser I find that it lasts a lot longer and you know what you are putting in. The benefits far outweigh the disadvantages and what we're spending on fertilisers we're saving on chemical applications," said Jonathan, who uses Amenity Land Services.

"Disease has been reduced, particularly with our air circulation problems. There is now perhaps only one green particularly susceptible to disease whereas before it was seven or eight."

The Ross-on-Wye maintenance facility is now awash with green and yellow kit, the result of the finance deal struck with John Deere dealer, Frank Sutton, of Raglan, in Monmouthshire. "On our five year rolling replace-
Another level

Above: Some of the new John Deere kit at Ross-on-Wye

Right: Mike Keeling shakes hands with Jonathon Wood, as Tom Hasket looks on

Machinery Inventory

3 John Deere 220A Pedestrian Greens Mowers
1 John Deere 2500 Ride-on Greens Mower
2 John Deere 2653 Utility Mowers, 8 bladed
1 John Deere 3235 Fairway Mower 8 bladed
1 John Deere F1145 Rotary Mower with collector
1 John Deere Gator Turf
1 John Deere Pro Gator
2 John Deere 4500 Tractors one with 460 loader
1 Sonma High Tip Flail Collector 1.5 metre
1 Huxley Soil Retriever SR60
1 Risborough Sorrell Roller
1 Gambetti 350L Sprayer
1 Sisis Slitter

The training programme, which I introduced when I arrived, were in line to replace some large pieces of machinery over the next couple of years which was going to be a fairly hefty outlay for the club. As a result I started to look down other avenues which included a finance deal.

"We'd already had a demo of a John Deere tractor and a fairway mower, along with other makes, and we liked the kit so I talked to our Frank Sutton local rep, Mike Keeling, about a package. Mike has been very helpful and informative since our first meeting.

"He came back with the basis of one based on replacing all our main mowing equipment, along with tractors and utility vehicles and we presented this to the finance committee. "They were favourable because they could see that we would replace the majority of our machinery for less than the capital outlay for the existing five year replacement programme. It worked out at around £30,000 a year all in for five years whereas our existing programme saw us spending £35,000 a year over the same period."

In total the club has about 10 new pieces of kit to go along with the John Deere hand mowers purchased the previous year.

"What I am impressed with more than anything is the training policy and back-up of John Deere. The whole team has already had a day at the training facility in Langar learning about the equipment and every time a new piece gets delivered to us we get on-site training.

And training has become a watchword at the golf club for all six of the greenkeeping staff.

"Two others and myself will again be at BIGGA HOUSE for management courses later in the year while we also have a Modern Apprentice working towards his Level 2. I try to get training for everything whether it be health and safety or first aid," said Jonathan who did a three year block release course at Elmwood and who is looking to start a HND Distance learning course.

It all augers well for continuing improvements at Ross-on-Wye Golf Club who are certainly reaping the rewards of decisions taken three years ago and can now look forward to the new millennium with increasing confidence."
**Bastion T**

A SELECTIVE, SYSTEMIC, POST-EMERGENCE HERBICIDE FOR THE CONTROL OF BROAD-LEAVED WEEDS IN SPORTS AND AMENITY TURF.

- Controls a wide range of common turf weeds, including Slender Speedwell.
- Unique micro-emulsion technology increases herbicidal activity.
- Proven to be safe to beneficial soil bacteria.
- Can be used on new grass only two months after sowing.
- Can be applied to re-seeded perennial ryegrass after the two-leaf stage.

If you are choosing a quality irrigation system...

With 30 years experience of providing sports turf irrigation systems our specialist company is completely independent of a brand manufacturer. Each bespoke system is designed by our qualified engineers to the highest specification and according to the individual requirements of the course, and with thorough knowledge of the products produced by the top manufacturers we are in the best position to provide top of the range service care.

Our portfolio includes: Woodsome Hall, Sherwood Forest and Royal Lytham St. Annes.

"The important aspect in choosing the specialist equipment is to choose the right sprinkler and controller rather than the make"

Greenkeeper International 1997.

At the end of the day the system has to work. Ours do - Beautifully.

Call us to arrange a free consultation on 01785 812706

Ivy Mill, Longton Road, Stone ST15 8TB.

Be sure its from a quality irrigation company
It is difficult to determine exactly when the compact tractor first appeared on the greenkeeping scene. Roland Taylor investigates...

Above: The JCB 2cx can be adapted for many towing applications

The Japanese are credited by many with its introduction but it depends on what is classed as this type of tractor. If it is based on size and horsepower then a good candidate for the title could go to Harry Ferguson's TE 20. Some readers will remember the Wee Grey Fergie as it was and still is affectionately known. It was primarily used on farms, but a lot were sold to golf courses for pulling trailed gangs and the Hayter 6/14's which were used for cutting the rough.

Interestingly enough, the names David Brown and Ford were both associated with the development of this little workhorse. Harry Ferguson produced his first tractor in Belfast in 1933. It incorporated the three-point linkage and was a prototype for the David Brown 1200, which was built from 1936 to 1937. D B decided to go their own way and Ferguson was left without a supplier. He decided to show it to Henry Ford who agreed to build a tractor using the Ferguson hydraulic system. The outcome of this liaison was the Ford Ferguson 9N, which was highly successful with over 30,000 units being built over an eight-year period. Ford and Ferguson eventually fell out and a famous American lawsuit ensued.

After the war, UK motor manufacturers were looking for extra work and the Coventry-based Standard Motor Company was approached by Ferguson to build tractors. A deal was agreed and tractor production started with the first TE20 coming off the line at the end of 1946 and from 1948 until 1954, 400,000 units were produced at Coventry.

Today the TE20 is highly prized and much sought after by vintage tractor enthusiasts, often fetching prices close to those for a modern compact tractor at the lower end of the range.

The decline in present-day agriculture has had a marked affect on the tractor industry and manufacturers that once were household names are now mere shadows of their former selves. The breakup of small farms has meant large prairie-like fields and where once a drive in the country meant seeing a number of blue or red and grey tractors at work, today they are a rare sight.

During the halcyon days the amenity sectors, including golf, were the poor relations, with limited development of tractors for these specific applications. The advent of the compact tractor played an important part...
in changing this situation and today, in light of the loss of agricultural business, manufacturers looking for sales are more inclined to direct their efforts in this sector. As far as golf is concerned, the question is how big is the demand for this type of tractor. Over the last two decades, turf maintenance equipment has changed considerably. Where once a tractor plus set of gangmowers was used for fairways and rough, today the self-contained rider, triples or quadruples are commonplace and utility vehicles, have on many courses, replaced a tractor and trailer. Some equipment, like the vertidrain requires big powerful tractors but this is a limited application, which is often carried out by a contractor.

Clearly cost does come into the equation and where resources are limited the compact tractor, because of its power output and versatility could still be the best investment. The choice of tractors is wide with virtually any horsepower available.

Kubota

Kubota have used a 22hp three-cylinder water-cooled diesel engine to power their new compact tractor - the BX220G. This latest addition to the range is said to be the first for over 15 years to offer both two and four wheel models. Rear and mid PTO's are standard and the company say the tractor is capable of handling many of their own attachments that have been designed for larger units. The two-speed hydrostatic transmission plus differential lock enables the operator to have complete speed control to match specific operations or prevailing conditions.

Kubota's Marketing Manager, Tom Barnes said they are planning to launch Hydrostatic transmission (HST) versions of the L3600 and 4200 in July plus at this year's SALTEX some exciting new models will be unveiled.

Charterhouse

The fact that you can turn the driving position through 180 degrees makes the Antonio Carraro range of tractors unusual to say the least. This totally reversible system enables the tractor to be used with out-front attachments the same as a specialist.
PULLING POWER

Kubota AM 3300 is both versatile and powerful built machine, or alternatively as a conventional tractor. In addition the units have a full oscillating chassis making them, the manufacturers say, highly manoeuvrable with a tight turning circle. Four wheel hydrostatic drives with differentials to both axles give extra traction when required. The Supertrac 5400 and 8400 HTM are available with 47hp or 75hp diesel power units and the Ergit TRX/TTR offers a choice of 60, 64, 75 or 87hp.

Enhanced hydraulics to give optimum performance. The 400 Series offers 4 wheel drive models from 21hp to 41hp. All have the new Yanmar clean and silent three or four cylinder diesel engine. Manual or hydrostatic transmission is available on all units except 4200, which is hydrostatic only, and the 4500 that comes as a manual. Standard specifications are long life oil cooled disc brakes, power steering on the move front wheel drive plus differential lock. Three versions of factory fitted cab are available.

John Deere
To be launched shortly in the UK is the new 4700 compact utility tractor, which is claimed to have the highest horsepower and hydrostatic transmission in its class. It will be available with a choice of transmission options - Hydrostatic, Powr Reverser™ and Powr Reverser™ with Creeper. The engines are said to comply with USA 2000 emissions standards and low noise levels. Other features include independent shiftable rear and optional mid pto; separate power steering and flow enhanced hydraulics to give optimum performance. The 400 Series offers 4 wheel drive models from 21hp to 41hp. All have the new Yanmar clean and silent three or four cylinder diesel engine. Manual or hydrostatic transmission is available on all units except 4200, which is hydrostatic only, and the 4500 that comes as a manual. Standard specifications are long life oil cooled disc brakes, power steering on the move front wheel drive plus differential lock. Three versions of factory fitted cab are available.

Textron
A new generation of Ransomes compact tractors the TT series replaces the existing CI range. The 18hp and 21hp are indirect injection diesel engines, with mechanical or hydrostatic drive and a 24hp engine with hydrostatic drive. All have four-wheel drive and power steering. The rear mounted pto operates at 540rpm and the mid-mounted provides 2000rpm For that extra power and performance the 25hp CT325 has four wheel drive and power steering as standard and a choice of either manual or hydrostatic transmission. The two models in the CT400 series are said to be constructed to a standard normally associated with larger agricultural machines. They feature powerful four cylinder diesel engines, with synchro shuttle shift transmission on the CT435 and hydraulic shuttle shift on the CT445. A creep speed facility and Q-cabs are standard.

The latest edition to the leeki TK series was introduced earlier this year - the TK546. Powered by a water-cooled, 46hp four-cylinder diesel engine this new model has a lifting capacity of 1700kgs for working with heavy attachments. The cab has large, wide opening side doors providing easy access rear side windows that open fully it incorporates ergonomic features including air conditioning as a standard feature.

Argo Ltd
There are six models in the MF1200 series of compacts with a horsepower range from 16.3 to 40. Three cylinder diesel engines are standard on all and depending on the models are available with either hydrostatic or mechanical transmission and rear and mid pto's are standard. Depending on the specifications other features can include power steering, oil cooled disc brakes and hydraulics capable of lifting 550kg on the three-point linkage.

Motokov UK Ltd
The company launched three models in the MF2200 series in 1999 to bridge the gap between compact and standard tractors. These are available with either 47hp, 54hp or 64hp diesel engines. There is a choice of specification that includes mechanical or advanced electro-hydraulic controls plus low profile and centre of gravity models for situations where extra stability is required.

The company distributes the Landini tractors from Italy and has recently launched two new ranges.